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1. INTRODUCTION 
An Abelian p-group G is said to have the excharrge property if whenever A 
is a p-group containing G and B = G @ C = &I Di , then there are sub- 
groups Ei C Di (i E I) such that B = G @ CieI Ei. 
One of the results of [2] asserts that if all the summands in two countable 
direct decompositions of a group have the exchange property, then these two 
direct decompositions have isomorphic refinements. Here the assumption of 
countability is removed. Specifically we prove the following: 
If G is an Abelian p-group without elements of injkite height, alzd G is 
represented in two ways as a direct sum of subgroups each having the exchange 
property, then these two direct decompositions possess isomorphic rejkements. 
Since every torsion-complete Abelian p-group is known to have the exchange 
property, this result extends the theorem of Enochs [3]. 
Leptin [6] has shown that there are 2’ nonisomorphic Abelian p-groups 
without elements of infinite height and of cardinal c, where c denotes the 
cardinal of the continuum. Using the techniques of [I] we construct a family 
of 2’ nonisomorphic Abelian p-groups without elements of infinite height 
and of cardinal c, each of which is essentially indecomposable and has the 
exchange property. And applying the isomorphic refinement theorem above 
to direct sums of these groups we obtain the following modest extension of 
Leptin’s theorem: If n is a cardinal such that c < n < 2’, then there are 2n 
tlonisomorphic Abelian p-groups without elements of infinite height and of 
cardinal n. 
* This work was supported in part by NSF Grant GP-3909. 
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2. PRELIMINARY 
Throughout, the usual notation and terminology from the theory of 
abelian groups, for the most part, is used (see, for example, Fuchs [4] or 
Kaplansky [5J). A s usual, G[‘] will denote the subgroup of those elements of 
order p in an abelian group G. The symbol @ will be used to designate the 
direct sum of a pair of subgroups, while the symbol C will designate the 
direct sum of a family of subgroups. 
The height of an element x is a p-group G is denoted by E&(X); if the 
group in which heights are computed is clear from the context, then the 
height of x in this group will be more simply denoted by lit(~)= A homo- 
morphism cr of an abelian p-group G into a p-group H is said to be height 
preserzkg if Ht(x) = Ht(a(x)) f  or every x E G. The homomorphism o is 
called height incveasifzg if Ht(x) < Ht(u(x)) for all nonzero N E G. 
Let m be a cardinal. Following [2], we say that an Abelian p-group G has 
the m-exchange property if, for any Abelian p-group ,4 containing G as a 
subgroup, and for any subgroups C and Di (i E 1) where the cardinal off does 
not exceed m, the condition 
implies that there exist subgroups Ei Z Di (i ~1) such that 
A=G@,CE+ 
i-21 
I f  G has the m-exchange property for every cardinal nt, then we say that G has 
the exchange property. 
We will need the following results from [Z]. 
(2.1) If  an Abelian p-group G has the m-exchange property, and if d is an 
Abelian p-group such that 
A=G@C@F=F@xD, 
ia 
where the cardinal of I does not exceed m, then there are subgroups Ei C Di 
(i ~1) such that 
(2.2) If  G is an Abelian p-group and G = 4 @ B, then G has the m- 
exchange property if and only if A and B have the m-exchange property. 
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(2.3) If an Abelian p-group G has the 2-exchange property, then G has 
the m-exchange property for every finite m. 
(2.4) In order for an Abelian p-group G to have the nt-exchange prop- 
erty, it is sufficient that the following condition be satisfied: .For any Abelian 
p-group fz containing G as a subgroup, and for any subgroups C and 
Di(1:EI)of8, if 
if the cardinal of I does not exceed m, and if each of the subgroups Di is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of G, then there exist subgroups Ei C Di (i EI) 
such that 
(2.5) If an Abelian p-group G is represented in two ways as a direct sum 
of countably many subgroups each having the so-exchange property, then 
these two direct decompositions of G have isomorphic refinements. 
(2.6) Every torsion-complete Abelian p-group has the exchange property. 
3. THE ISOMORPHIC REFINEMENT THEOREM 
The proof of the theorem begins with a number of lemmas. 
(3.1) Let G be an Abelian p-group such that G = A @ B, and let v be 
the projection of G onto d. If C is a pure subgroup of G such that the 
restriction of r to C[pJ is a height-preserving isomorphism of C[p] onto 
A&], then G = C @ B. 
Proof. Evidently C I? B = 0. If a E S[p], then there is a unique element 
c, E C[p] such that m(cJ = a, and there is an element b, E B[p] such that 
c, = a + 6, . In particular, a = c, - b, , so that A[p] c C + B. Thus 
Gb] C C + 27, and in order to show that G = C @ B it suffices to show that 
C + B is pure in G. Pick any x E G[p]. Then x = a + b with a E a[p] and 
b E Blp], and H&(x) = min {HtR(a), J&s(b)). Moreover, x = c, - 6, + b 
and 
I&(u) = I-It,(u) = IIt&,) = IIt, < IIt,( 
If Ht,(b) < Ht,(u), then Hrs(6 - h,) = Ht,(6) < H&(c,), and tie have, in 
this case, that Ht,-&x) = Ht,(6) = Hto(.z). If Ht,(b) > Hta(u), then 
Ht,(6 - 6,) > I;rtA(a) = H&(c,), and we infer that 
Htc+B(x) = IIf&*) = m&q = I&(x). 
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Consequently, the height of an element of order p is the same in C + B as 
in 6, and we conclude that C + B is a pure subgroup of G. 
The following lemma is a direct consequence of (3.1). 
(3.2) If G is an Abelianp-group, G = -4 @ B, and C is a pure subgroup 
of G for which C[p] = A[$], then G = C @ B. 
(3.3) If G is an Abelian p-group, G = A @, B @I C = D @ E, and 
4~1 C Dbl C 4~1 0 %I, th en there is a subgroup F of D such that F 
is isomorphic to a subgroup of B,F[p] = DLpl n Bfpl, and G = ,-1 @F @ E. 
Proof. Let y be the projection of G onto d @ B, and let II, be the pro- 
jection of G onto D. Set A’ = #(A). Then A’[p] = A[$], and 4’ is pure in 
G. Set 8” = ~(~4’) and D’ = q(D). Then D’[p] = Dip], and D’ is pure in G, 
Furthermore, 4”[p] = A[p], 8” is pure in G, and A” C D’ Z A @ B. Hence 
by (3.2) we infer that A @ B = A” @j B. lJ’Ioreover, if D” = D’ n B, then 
5’ = A” @ D”. Since the restriction of q~ to D is an isomorphism of D onto 
D’, and ~(4’) = A”, it follows that D = 9’ OF, where F is the subgroup of 
5 mapping onto 5” under 9. The restriction of F to D[f] is the identity 
mapping, and therefore F[p] = D”[p] = D[p] n B[p‘l. This last formula also 
implies that the restriction to F of the projection of G onto B is an isomor- 
phism of F into B. Finally, as G = A’ @F @ E, it again follows by (3.2) 
that G=A@F@E. 
(3.4) If G is an Abelian p-group having the 2-exchange property, and if 
u is a height increasing endomorphism of G, then 1 - u2 is onto. 
Proof. Set r-l = ((x, y) / x, y E G}, with addition defined component-wise, 
and set 
A, = ((s, 0) [ x E Gf and A, = {(O, x) 1 x E G). 
‘Then iz = A, @ A,. Further, if 
B, = l(x, 44) I x E G) and B, = ((444 I x E G), 
then A, g A, E B, s B, z G, and 4 = B, @ A, = A, %, B, . Inasmuch 
as G, and hence B, , has the 2-exchange property, there exist subgroups 
E, C -4, and E, !Z B, such that 
A =B,@E,@E,. 0) 
If e is the endomorphism of d defined by 
q’r, y) = (+f, &q), 
we then have 
B,OE,~B1+A,CB,Oo(A,). 
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Let k be a positive integer, and write 
where B; , E; , Ei , and Ai are direct sums of cyclic groups of order pk, 
and B; , E’; , E,” , and A”, have no cyclic direct summands of order pk. Let n 
denote the projection of A onto E; . We will show that if a E A&] and a # 0, 
then r(a) # 0. Pick an element a, E Ai such that a = pk-lal . By (1) there are 
elements b, E Bl , e, E El and es E E, such that a, = b, + e1 + e2. Note that 
n(a) = r(p”-le,). Moreover, by (2) there are elements b E B, and c E A, 
such that 4 + e, = b + E(c). Therefore a, = b + 6(c) + e2. Also, 
0 = p”(b + W) + pke,, and hence p4, = 0. Now 
pk-le, = (a - pk16) - 15(p~+) 
has height k - 1, since Ht(a - pk-lb) = K - 1 and Ht($9%)) > k - 1. 
Therefore, as E’i contains no elements of order p and height K - 1, it follows 
that a(a) = n(pk-le,) # 0. We conclude that the restriction of v  to Ah[p] 
is an isomorphism. Now EL is a direct sum of cyclic groups of order pk, and 
consequently Ei can be written as a direct sum EL = Fl @ Fz in such a way 
that 
(4) 
Thus by (3), (4)s and (3.1) it follows that 
But B; @ AL is maximal among those direct summands of A which are direct 
sums of cyclic groups of order pk. Therefore E; 0 F2 = 0. In particular, El 
has no cyclic direct summand of order pk, and since this holds for every k, we 
infer that El = 0. Hence A = B, @ E, C B, + B, . It follows from this last 
formula that if x is any element of G, then there are elements y, z E G such 
that (x, 0) = (y, u(y)) + (O(Z), z). Consequently x = y  - a2(y), and hence 
1 - u2 is onto. This proves (3.4). 
(3.5) Let G be an abelian p-group without elements of infinite height. I f  
and B has the 2-exchange property, then there is a finite subset J C I and 
there are subgroups B, and B, such that B, is bounded, B = B, @ B, , and 
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Proof. Suppose the conclusion of (3.5) does not hold. For each i ~1, let 
ni denote the projection of B onto Di . Then for every finite subset J C I 
and every decomposition B = B, @ B, where B, is bounded, there is an 
element x E B,[p] and an index i EI - J such that ri(x) # 0. It follows 
(see [I], p. 848) that there exist a sequence of elements x0 , x, , x2 ,... E B[p] 
and a sequence of indices &, ia, ia ,... E I such that the following conditions 
hold for every positive integer n: 
(i) Ht(Q > Ht(rri(x,-,)) whenever i E I and ~~(3c,-r) f  0. 
(ii) ain = ~T~~(x~) = *a. = ~T~,(x& = 0 f  ITS,,. 
For each n > 0, let 12, = Ht(x,) and K, = Ht(n, (x,J>. One consequence of 
(i) and (ii) is that h, < k, < hlztl for all n > 0. Piik, for each positive integer 
II, an element yVz E B and an element X, E Di such that x, = phny., and 
?T&J = p”w, . Then if Y is the subgroup of “B generated by the y,& , and 
Z is the subgroup of G generated by the x, , Y = L [yn] and 2 = C,, [&j. 
Moreover, [z,] is a direct summand of Din , and hence there is a subgroup 
Eia of Din such that Din = [.zn] @ Ei, . I f  we set Ei = Di for all those indices 
i not in the set (i, 1 n = 1, 2,...>, then it follows that 
If  rr denotes the projection of G onto .Z’ determined by this decomposition, 
then T(x,) = v~,(x,J = p%z, (n > 0). Let r’ denote the restriction of r to 
B, and the y  denote the isomorphism of Z into Y defined by the conditions 
d4 = Phwl-knY?z+l * (n > 0). 
The mapping (T = CJXT’ is then a height-increasing endomorphism of B. 
Furthermore, 
+n> = 3c,+1 (n > 0). 
And this fact, together with the observations that 1 - 9 is one-one, and 
U(B) C Y, imply that there is no element u E B such that x1 = u - ~~(24). 
But in view of (3.4), this contradicts the assumption that B has the 2-ex- 
change property. 
(3.6) If  G is an Abelian p-group without elements of infinite height, and if 
G has the Z-exchange property, then G has the exchange property. 
Proof. Suppose A is an Abelian p-group, and 
A=G@C=CDi. 
id 
In view of (2.4) we may assume also that A has no elements of infinite height. 
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For every subset K C I, set D(K) = xisK Di . By (3.5), there exist a finite 
subset J _C I and subgroups G, and G, such that G,, is bounded, G = G, 0 G,, 
and G,lp] C D(J). W e infer from this and (3.3) that there is a subgroup E’ of 
of D(J) such that 
,4 - Gl Q E’ @ D(I - J). (5) 
If  
E = D(J) n (G 0 D(I - J)), (6) 
then it follows that 
D(J) = E 0 E’ = 1 Di . (7) 
hJ 
Now E G Gr , and therefore, by (2.2) and (2.3), E has the m-exchange 
property, where m is the number of elements in J. Thus there are subgroups 
Fi C Di (; E J) such that D(J) = E @ xieJFi , and we obtain that 
One consequence of (6) is that E[p] 2 G,[p], and because of (5) and (7) we 
must have E[p] = G&l. Thus, by (3.2), 
A=G,OxF,QCDi. 
W iGJ 
Finally, as G, is bounded, it follows from (2.6) and (2.1) that there are 
subgroups Hi C Fi (i E J) and Hi C Di (i E I - J) such that 
,a=G,@G,@~H.~==G@~H+ 
iEI &I 
And we conclude that G has the exchange property. 
(3.7) THEOREM. If G is an Abeliatz p-group without eleme&s of infinite 
height, and G is represented ill two ways as a direct sum of subgroups each having 
the 2-exchange property, then these two direct decompositions of G possess iso- 
morphic rejkements. 
Proof. By combining those direct summands of bounded order in the 
two decompositions of G, we may assume that the decompositions are of the 
form 
G=A@xA,=B@CBj, 
&I jcJ 
(8) 
where A and B are direct sums of cyclic groups, and each Ai and each Bj is 
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an unbounded group having the 2-exchange property. Notice that this 
implies that no Ai or no Bj is a direct sum of cyclic groups. Using (3.5), 
choose for each i E I a finite subset J(T(i) C J and two subgroups Qi and Ri 
such that Ri is bounded, Ai = Qi @ Ri , and 
Write R = A @ CiEI Ri . For each j E j, choose a finite subset I(j) C_ I and 
two subgroups Si and Ti such that Tj is bounded, Bj = Sj @ Tj , and 
Write T = B @ Cj~~ Tj . Then 
G=R@xQi=TO-&5& 
&I jeJ 
and R and T are direct sums of cyclic groups. Notice that in order to show 
that the decompositions (8) have isomorphic refinements, it suffices to show 
that the decompositions (11) have isomorphic refinements. 
We will now construct two (possibly transfinite) sequences of subsets 
1= Z I and Ja C J such that the following conditions hold for each ordinal CC 
(i) 1, and JU are each nonempty and countable; 
(ii) 1, n 1s = Ja n Js = 0 for all fl < ol; 
(iii) 
First, let us suppose that the subsets I, and Jh. have been obtained for all 
01 less than an ordinal Y. It then follows from (iii) that 
Define 
Then 
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and (12) can be rewritten as D[@] CQlp] C T @ sV&]. Therefore it follows 
from (3.3) that there exists a subgroup WV such that IVD is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of T, Ml,[p] = OyCp] n T@], and 
G = R @ Su @ W,, @ Uv. (14) 
Since each Qi and each Sj is not a direct sum of cyclic groups, it follows from 
(13) and (14) that Iy = I if and only if Jy = J. 
Suppose then that J” # J. P ic k an index j, E J - Jy. With L, = ( js} and 
K, = I( js), define the.sets K, and L, , for each positive integer n, by 
If 
then 1, and Jv are countable, and it follows from (9), (lo), and (12) that (i)-(iii) 
hold for 01 = v. 
Since each I, and each J, is nonempty, there must exist an ordinal X such 
that IA = I and J” = J. 
Now for each 01 < A, 
Bfl = P @ 1 sj and Urn = iFI@ C Qi . 
i”J, “I, 
Therefore taking in (14) successive values of v, say v  = 01 and Y = cx + 1, we 
obtain 
Moreover, FV&] C lVU+rlpl, and we infer from (3.3) that there exists a 
subgroup Y, of rV,+, such that 
G = R @ S* @ Urn+’ @ W, @ Y, @ C Sj e (16) 
w, 
One consequence of (15) and (16) is that W,[p] @ Y,[p] = W,,,[p] for all 
a: < A. Since W, = 0, a transfinite induction yields 
T~&l = c y,bl. (a < A) (17) 
B<a: 
Set lia = &.,a k:, for each 01 < A. If  Y- is a pure subgroup of G, then it 
follows from (17), (16), and (3.2) that Y ~r+l is a direct summand and hence a 
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pure subgroup of G. And again a transfinite induction yields that YE is pure 
in G for all 01 < X. If  v  = h is substituted in (l-4), we obtain 
that G = R @ SA @ WA, and as YA is pure and YQJ] = lJ7k&], it follows 
by (3.2) that 
Comparing (18) and (11) we infer that 
and comparing (15) and (16) we infer that 
u9> 
(cd < A). P? 
The two decompositions of (20) h ave isomorphic refinements by (3.6) and 
(2.5) for all 01 < X, and this fact, together with (19), imply that the decom- 
positions (11) possess isomorphic refinements, completing the proof of the 
theorem. 
4. i%N h’PLIC.4TION 
An Abelianp-group G is defined to be essentially indecomposable if whenever 
G = U 3 V, either U or V is bounded. Let us define an Abelian p-group G 
to be stifjr if for every endomorphism (T of G there is a decomposition 
G = U @ V and an integer e such that U is bounded and cr(~) = ex for all 
x E V[p]. 
(4.1) If  G and Hare both essentially indecomposable Abelianp-groups, if 
the basic subgroups of G and H are isomorphic, and if G has an unbounded 
direct summand which is isomorphic to a direct summand of H, then G z H. 
(4.2) Every stiff Abelian p-group is essentially indecomposable. 
(4.3) Every stiff Abelian p-group has the exchange property. 
The first two lemmas follow easily from the definitions. To prove the third: 
let G be a stiff Abelian p-group, and suppose that A is a p-group such that 
A=G@)C=D,@D,. 
Moreover, in view of (2.4), suppose that vk is an isomorphism of D, into G 
for k = 1, 2. Let nTTlc denote the projection of A onto Dk , let rr;C denote the 
@r/6/3-8* 
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restriction of rrk to G, and let uk = F,& (k = 1,2). Then each (Jo is an endo- 
morphism of G, and hence there exist a decomposition G = U @ V and 
integers e, and es such that U is bounded and, for each k, ok(x) = e,x all 
x E IQ]. One of the e,‘s, say e, , must be relatively prime top, and multiplying 
v1 by a suitable integer relatively prime to p, we may assume that 
!wl(4 = we) = x all x E VPJ 
It follows that the restriction of STY to V is one-one, and that r1 restricted 
to IQ] preserves heights. Set E = nl( 17) and IV = v,(E). Then as elements 
of order p have the same height in E or IV as in A, E and IV are pure sub- 
groups of A. Furthermore, Vb] = Wlp], and consequently by (3.2), 
G=U@W.Now 
vi(E) = WC &A) C G, 
and therefore ~J~(DJ/~~(E) is bounded. Hence D,/E is bounded, and it 
follows that E is a direct summand of D, , say D, = E OF. I f  rr is the 
projection of A onto E determined by the decomposition A = E 0 F @ D, , 
then the restrictions of r and QT~ to V[p] are equal. Thus by (3.1), 
A=U@V@C=?‘@F@D,, 
and an application of (2.6) and (2.1) completes the argument. 
Henceforth, let c denote the cardinal of the continuum. Let T be a torsion- 
complete Abelian p-group whose basic subgroups are isomorphic to 
Z(P) 0 Z(P”) 0 -qp3) 0 -‘* ) 
and let B be a basic subgroup of T. The construction of [I] yields a pure 
subgroup G,, of T which contains B, and an element c E T[p] which is not 
contained in G, such that the following condition is satisfied: 
(i) I f  H and K are pure subgroups of T both containing G,, and such that 
c 4 K, and if 0 is a homomorphism of H into K, then there exist a decom- 
position H = U @ V and an integer e such that U is bounded, and u(x) = ex 
for all x E Q]. 
Moreover, by modifying the proof in [I] in the obvious way, we can also 
specify that 
(ii) T/G,, has rank c. 
Then there exist 2’ distinct pure subgroups Hi (i E I) such that H, 2 G,, , 
c$H<and 
Hi = Hj if and only if H&l = HiliP (i, j E I). 
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In view of(i), each Hi is certainly stiff. Furthermore, there is an isomorphism 
of Hi into Hj only if H&J] C H&j, and hence distinct groups of the famiIy 
Hi (; ~1) are nonisomorphic. Now applying the komorphic refinement 
theorem, in conjunction with (4.1)-(4.3), to the direct sums of the groups 
Hi (i EI), we obtain the following result. 
(4.4) THEOREM. I f  n is a cardinal such that c < n < 2”, then. there are 
Y’ norzisomorphic Abelian p-groups without elements of injkite height and 03” 
cmdinal n. 
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